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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

In this chapter, the reseracher presents the conclusion and 

suggestion concerning the data analysis and discussion. Conclusion is the 

form of what is discussed from the discussion, while Suggestion is the 

benefit of the research results for the readers of this research.  

5.1.     Conclusion  

Cancer survivors can survive happier if they get influence 

and support from people surrounding. In addition to undergoing 

cancer therapy for the patient's recovery, but mental health also 

required. So that cancer patients don't feel stressed and pessimistic, 

a positive environment is needed and also motivation to stay 

motivated in living life so as not to give up even though you are 

experiencing cancer. Therefore, in this study the researcher took 

research from the stories in the novel entitled The Fault In Our 

Stars By John Green and make a study entitled The Influence and 

support of Augustus Waters to Hazel Grace in facing cancer 

through novel The Fault In Our Stars By John Green. 

In the novel entitled The Fault In Our Stars By John Green, 

it tells the story of two teenagers named Hazel Grace and Augustus 

Waters who are both facing cancer. Hazel Grace is experiencing 

thyroid cancer, while Augustus Waters have osteosarcoma cancer. 
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It was from the same experience that caused the two teenage 

figures to become close to each other. Moreover, Hazel Grace who 

has a pessimistic feeling because the cancer she is facing makes 

her always introvert. Then there was a man named Augustus 

Waters who was both attending a support group which is a place 

for people who have life problems due to being face various 

diseases and make life Hazel Grace had changed since the meeting 

at that place. 

Based on finding data and discussion in chapter 4 taken 

from the novel The Fault In Our Stars By John Green, the 

researcher obtain conclusions that can be drawn from research on 

The Influence and Support of Augustus Waters to Hazel Grace in 

facing cancer through the novel The Fault In Our Stars By John 

Green, as follows : 

1. In the novel The Fault In Our Stars by John Green there is one 

figure named Augustus Waters can provide influence and 

support for Hazel Grace in facing cancer. Thus, the researchers 

made research entitled The Influence and Support of Augustus 

Waters to Hazel Grace in facing cancer through the novel The 

Fault In Our Stars By John Green. 

2. The researcher found 23 data from the novel The Fault In Our 

Stars By John Green to prove and explained that Augustus 
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Waters could give influence and support to Hazel Grace in 

facing cancer. 

5.2.     Suggestion  

Considering the conclusion above, the researcher would 

like to propose some suggestions, which hopefully will be useful 

for the general readers, the readers who are especially cancer 

sufferers, the readers who are especially families of cancer 

sufferers, the readers who are especially friends with cancer 

sufferers, and the teachers who especially teach cancer sufferers .  

1. For the general readers, they will know how to treat cancer 

patients well. Cancer sufferers need good treatment so that the 

patient's condition gets better faster. 

2. For the readers who are especially cancer sufferers, they will 

feel high spirits and not feel pessimistic. So, if the patient’s 

reads this research, it is hoped they keep strong and don't give 

up on his illness. 

3. For the readers who are especially families of cancer sufferers, 

they will treat cancer patients fairly and keep provide strength 

to face their disease. This is very much needed by cancer 

patients because for them the family is the main support in 

facing their disease.  

4. For the readers who are especially friends with cancer 

sufferers, they will treat cancer patients by don’t 
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excommunicate them. Usually cancer patient’s think that their 

friends will stay away from them after knowing about their 

condition. Therefore, friends don't stay away and must continue 

to provide support for them. 

5. For the teachers who especially teach cancer sufferers, they 

will give special treatment and give more enthusiasm. It's the 

teacher's role that causes cancer sufferers to keep enthusiastic 

about learning. 
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